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MISSION 

■  Reinterpreting the productive vocations of the community in an innovative way 
through a community educational pact. A school / factory outside the school 

■  The main mission that characterizes the Institute is represented by the continuous 
research-experimentation of educational and teaching methodologies that better 
respond to the new needs of a constantly changing society that requires 
professionals who are increasingly responsive to the new realities in the making. 

■  In this way we intend to bring young people closer to the world of work and cultural 
and professional training, training new professional figures with renewed 
characteristics: flexible to changes in role and responsibility, with planning, 
implementation and documentation skills, with knowledge and skills in the field of 
information technology, without neglecting the importance of human relations and 
communication. 



  

"Rare Course" 
 
The recognition of the 2017 “Rare Address” by the 
Ministry continually poses new challenges that the 
school must be able to accept. 
Today, in the field of ceramics, the crucial point is to 
be able to combine tradition, made up of skill, 
experience and the mystery of ancient secrets, with 
the continuous innovation required by society and 
the market, be it local, national or international. 
Inside the Caselli and the Real Fabbrica, the 
possibilities of the subject are explored through 
technique, experience and ingenuity, taking into 
account the specific aptitudes of each student. 



  



The MUDI. Capodimonte Porcelain 
Educational Museum 
 
Inside the Plesso Caselli there is the 
Capodimonte Didactic Porcelain Museum, 
MUDI and Edizioni MUDI publication, 
which collects not only the history but 
also the most significant experiments 
produced in the context of the School's 
educational activities. 
 
Not a museum only for internal use, but 
integrated into the Museum System of 
Neapolitan ceramics and which exhibits 
products, tools, models, shapes, work 
tools and didactic panels to the public, 
with close collaborations and 
contributions for scholarships, books, 
awards of merit, also for those students 
who try their hand at the construction 
of products of particular interest (copies 
of ancient artifacts, philological 
reconstructions, restorations, 
experimental products). 
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The didactic system is centered on 
laboratory activities dedicated to 
traditional and innovative 
ceramics, with expansions of the 
training offer in the tourism 
sector, fashion, porcelain 
jewelery design, in the food 
design, graphics and decoration 
sector, in new technologies 
(applications advanced and 
performing such as in the field of 
aeronautics or product design). 

…………………………………………………… 

There is no shortage of 
theoretical aspects of 
professional practice, 
developed in the study of 
technology, design, acoustic 
physics, materials 
technology. 
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'Rare course': this is the title given to Giovanni 
Caselli Institute, in Capodimonte park, which 
has been highlighting the value of ceramic and 
porcelain culture since ‘60s. The Istituto's newly-
appointed director-designer, Valter Luca De Bar-
tolomeis, celebrates this important recognition 
by implementing an intense re-evaluation of the 
supply chain in a bid to relaunch the Istituto as a 
centre of excellence in technological experimen-
tation and design. The project, in partnership with 
various bodies such as Museo di Capodimonte, Re-
gione Campania, the University and the Accade-
mia delle Belle Arti (to name but a few), will involve 
some major collaborations. One of the fi rst initia-
tives aimed at updating expressive language is the 

Topoi exhibition, in which ceramics and porcelain 
are used to make contemporary jewellery. Ano-
ther important initiative involves resuming mae-
stro Roberto Mango's unfi nished work on interwe-
aving lines and segments. Finally, a homage to 
being Neapolitan: a beautiful ceramic babà plate, 
reworked with a design twist. Istituto Caselli and 
Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte are thus bringing 
together their two distinctive sides, professional 
training and manufacturing, injecting harmony 
into local art and creating elegant and virtuous 
modern objects with an international feel.

'Ad indirizzo raro': questo il titolo conferito 
all’Istituto Giovanni Caselli, nel parco di Ca-

podimonte, che già dagli anni ‘60 si pone un 
valorizzatore della cultura della ceramica e 
della porcellana. Il neo dirigente-designer 
dell’Istituto, Valter Luca De Bartolomeis, cele-
bra questo importante riconoscimento attuan-
do un intenso programma di rivalutazione della 
filiera produttiva alla ricerca di una rinascita 
completa e pone l’Istituto come un’eccellenza 
di sperimentazione tecnologica e di design. Un 
progetto che, grazie al dialogo con diversi enti 
quali il Museo di Capodimonte, la Regione Cam-
pania, l’Università e l’Accademia delle Belle Arti 
(solo per citarne alcuni), si compie attraverso 
importanti collaborazioni, mirate al più ampio 
rilancio della filiera. Tra le prime iniziative di 

aggiornamento dei linguaggi espressivi, segna-
liamo la mostra Topoi, in cui la ceramica e la 
porcellana sono declinate in monili dal gusto 
contemporaneo. Altra importante iniziativa è 
rappresentata dalla ripresa della manifattura 
incompiuta del maestro Roberto Mango e delle 
sue opere fatte di intrecci di linee e segmenti. 
Infine, un omaggio alla napoletanità: un porta-
babà, oggetto da tavola in ceramica di grande 
fascino, rivisitato in chiave design. Il Caselli – 
Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, riesce così ad 
unire le due anime che lo contraddistinguono, 
cioè la fabbrica e la formazione professionale, 
armonizzando l’arte locale in eleganti e virtuosi 
oggetti moderni dal gusto internazionale.
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NETWORKS AND EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS 
The construction of a stable partnership with the University and with local institutions (Capodimonte Museum, 
Floridiana Museum, local authorities, foundations and companies) generates a heritage, a wealth that becomes an 
exchange of skills, knowledge, life experiences, continuous incentive to learning and comparison for teachers, 
mutually useful for post-diploma students, of great importance for the maturation of school-age students. 
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■  Federico II Department of Chemical Engineering of Materials and Industrial Production 

■  Department of Architecture - Federico II 

■   Academy of Fine Arts - Naples 
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In addition to the training activities 
characteristic of the School, the participation 
and organization of events and exhibitions in 
Italy and abroad and international prizes for 
the external verification of the results and 
for the recognition of the quality and 
excellence path must be added. 
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The practical activity is supported by a solid 
cultural preparation, so as to reinforce in the 
students the conviction that only a deep 
knowledge of the past and a structured 
technique allow them to explore modernity 
in a cultured way to try their hand at 
innovative projects, the result of the skills 
acquired and of their creativity. 

• Sole 24 ore's guide to choosing secondary 
schools 2020 

……………………………………………………………………………... 

Stimulating interest and passion for 
research understood as a practice 
supported by study, comparison and 
exchange of knowledge is the ultimate 
goal of the teaching action enhanced 
by the relationship with the University. 



Didactic and methodological innovation 
■  • school adhering to the ministerial experimentation "Educational Avant-gardes" 

■  • 3d printers 

■  • Ipad in the classroom 

■  • extracurricular with PON funds and regional funds 

■   The creation of innovative environments is aimed at enhancing the creativity and skills of students and teachers so as to experiment training courses that 
connect the acquisition of theoretical knowledge with the experience of doing and working together, developing new skills in reference to society. of 
knowledge. The main objective is to obtain cognitive data on the new educational challenges that involve the entire school system on digital skills. 



Innovation  

■  Practical activity, internships and collaboration with external experts constitute 
the centrality of the Institute's teaching action. For all students, functional 
laboratories are set up right from the first class to carry out quality work in safe 
conditions. There are graphic and visual communication laboratories, a 
marketing and strategy study center for tourism, 3D modeling laboratories, CAD-
CAM printers. In support of the innovation processes of the education / training 
paths, an experimentation path of innovative Smart Schools is envisaged in the use 
of educational spaces and in teaching approaches, also in relation to the 
availability of: 3.0 classrooms, laboratories for integrated digital teaching and 
WEB TV with VIDEO MAKING intended as FARE workshops to learn to learn with 
the operational support of ICT. In the open space logic, the use of the educational 
environment contributes to the dissemination of creative opportunities, forms of 
social and inclusive participation, affirming the role of the school as a Civic 
Center that contributes to the education of an active and digital citizenship. 



Scuola - Lavoro 

■  Opificio Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte (attraverso l’attività dell’antica fabbrica gli studenti entrano in 
contatto diretto con la filiera produttiva reale   
  

■  Strumenti di comunicazione, Rendicontazione sociale, Partecipazione a reti, Collaborazioni formalizzate con soggetti esterni 

■  Si realizzano azioni per incentivare la ricerca in campo didattico educativo attraverso la collaborazione con Università ed enti di 
ricerca come l’Indire e Avanguardie Educative 

■   Si favorisce il processo di internazionalizzazione del sistema educativo europeo agevolando la mobilità di studenti e docenti, e 
determinando un confronto continuo e complesso tra i soggetti 

■  Si attivano le relazioni di scambio con le aziende e gli enti preposti presenti nel territorio, in vista della creazione di rapporti stabili 
che leghino la scuola al tessuto produttivo esistente ed esaltino la formazione tecnica degli alunni 

■  Sono attivi tre centri di ricerca Universitari, con le facoltà di architettura della Campania e con l’Università di Chimica e ingegneria 
dei materiali della Federcio II 

■  Incubatoire d’impresa e sostegno alle start-up.  

■  Forno civico a sostegno del comparto produttivo 


